McGovern blazes Bay State

McGovern's address was enthusiastic, received, though not as hard-hitting as the one he gave at Post Office Square. He introduced his own family, listed various local politicians who were present, and said he was "glad that so many of Sargent Shriver's friends could attend," in referring to the Kennedys. The Democratic nominee said that he wished he had Richard Nixon on the platform with him, since "there are a number of questions we would like to ask him." He stated that the President does not belong to the "four more years" mandate he has been subjected to, and accused the Commonwealth of Massachusetts as the bastion of freedom, liberty, and optimism on McGovern's chances in the Bay State on election day, which has had many people skeptical in recent weeks, as polls show McGovern leading by only three percentage points. However, Kennedy said, "100,000 people in Post Office Square can't be wrong.

Kennedy gave a big build-up to the McGovern entrance, much the same as he did at the Democratic National Convention prior to McGovern's acceptance speech. He spoke about the American people being "fed-up" with the "accomplishments" of the present administration, and also being fed up with the "incompetence, favoritism, secrecy, and corruption" which he alleged are "too characteristic" of the Nixon administration.

The Bay State senator went on to compare the deeds of the incumbent president with McGovern's, thereby hitting Nixon hard on the war, special interests, and his "inappropriate campaign" style of sending out representatives to campaign for him. He then introduced McGovern to the audience and the tune of "Bridge Over Troubled Waters," and a chant of "We Want George!"
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